Let us throw the Ameerpuma against the murderers-doctors - by Dr. Mark Diamond.

Notion of the Jewish Medical Association of Palestine.

To the Chairman and Honorable Assembly,

The medical science which was for generations the very symbol of humane love, has been violated by the most crimes committed by gendarmes doctors. 

The letters have shaken the faith of humanity towards the corporation who had the sacred mission to heal the sick in his suffering.

The Munich proceedings in general and the proceedings of the 22 doctors have partially revealed to the world the medical crimes committed by the gendarmes doctors under the Nazi system and this in the concentration camps such as Buchenwald, Mauthausen, Dachau, Struthof, Auschwitz, Majdanek.

The world is still ignorant of treatments that were inflicted on nearly one thousand concentration camps in Poland, in the innumerable ghettos and extermination camps in Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Ukraine, White Russia, Hungary and other occupied countries where hand in hand with the Gestapo hundreds of gendarmes doctors have not only in theory but in practice used their help for the extermination of millions of Belgians, French, Dutch, Jews, Norwegians, Greeks, Hungarians, Poles, Russians, Tatars and others.

Generations of doctors who have during centuries kept the sacred oath made for the observation of the medical moral are watching the "agent of such crimes."

They must be considered as criminals all the gendarmes doctors who have taken part in the selection for "death" in the camps and who have personally decided of the death of human beings owing to their medical, political views on their non-German nationality.

Criminals are all the gendarmes doctors who have personally taken part to the exterminations in the ghettos -

Those who have collaborated in the creation of gas chambers where more than 10 millions of human beings of all nationalities of all races have met with death.

Criminals are those who have decided the death of hundreds and thousands of all people, sick and healthy.

They have performed experiments on human beings and this without their consent or against their wishes excreting insulin in cold water and forcing them to drink with water the weak as well as keeping them in a pressure room or maintained in the space.

Criminals are also those who have wilfully contaminated the prisoners by means of injecting the syphilis microbes as well as that of tetanus etc.

Those who have broken the principles of medical theories and of which they have made the basis of the precept of the education.

Criminals are those who have been involved in the manufacture of soap made with human fat obtained from the victims of the exterminating factories.
Also those who have helped to the operations called "hygiene" sterilization on germ cells the whole idea perforce from the face of living children.

Those who have practiced without the consent of human beings and against their wishes the chemical, radiological and surgical sterilization.

The World's Association of Doctors must have the courage to penetrate right through the depth of medical crime and find the way to kill such abominations as to avoid new victims. You have before you accounts for what these abominations are not only written stories, but what has escaped and of which the body has suffered from these abominations, one of the victims who remained the witness of those abominations committed by the German doctors under the very eyes and this in the ghettos of Vilna and in the secret concentration camps (Vilna, Kovno, Brest-Litovsk, Vitebsk, Odessa, in Belorussian, Baltic, and other Ghetto of Eastern Europe) where he was prisoner during four years (from September 9th, 1941, to April 23rd, 1945).

I am a witness to this fact that in October 1943, the German doctors took 1,000 children patients from the Vilna Hospitals.

Also that the German doctors ordered to 500 Jewish children from the Zhitomir district of Vilna to present themselves clean and well dressed for a medical inspection. The children were asked alive and the skin from their faces was transferred on the German soldiers. After that the children disappear.

I have seen in the Vilna's camp near Brest in the authentic German doctors ordering that the prisoners should be thrown in holes full of water and were blown already died through the air of cold.

I have been a witness to the fact that the German doctors von Rothenburg ordered in December 1941 to his medicalendant to kill with his dagger and 1,000 Jewish prisoners who were asked to kill and by force to kill German doctors and all the criminals patients.

I can also say that I have seen the same doctors von Rothenburg ordered to have all the Jewish doctors transfused and be punished as they were ordered to take a part in such criminals torture.

I stop here the list of tortures that I have seen and had to bear would be too long.

For generations in the future the World Federation can read the following words: Doctors deliver an entire nation, if the doctors have transformed the entire nation into criminals.

The World's Association of Doctors which is a federation of these organizations and all individuals must also condemn the activity of today's doctors in Germany, this although there may be a small number of German doctors that have suffered from the humiliation of the human and medical moral in Nazi Germany.

More than two years have already elapsed since the fall of Hitler. Has the medical World heard the German medical community express any public regret for the crimes committed since 1933? As well as the sincere wish to change for some.
Doctors from all countries!

You cannot remain indifferent before the moral results of each drama and which weights on the conscience of the entire humanity!

The image of the millions of innocent victims from all nations should stand before us and amongst them thousands of doctors who have perished from the hands of their criminal colleagues; each image is aching and we await the terrible sentence against the doctors' criminals.

We must keep in mind the remembrance of all the doctors who have resisted, either in mobilized in the allied armies or the volunteer partisans, either when giving their lives to the sanitary and medical resistance in the ghettos and in the concentration camps. We must erect a monument to the remembrance of the 'Resistant and Martyr' doctors.

Can the victim and his murderer next to one another take place in an Association? The victim - and the man who was ready to exterminate him? And - the man who all crimes and all crimes!

does not make a generation of German criminal doctors, each generation who has given its sanction, its blessing to crime find as a collectivity a place in the World's Association of Doctors, on the walls of which are written the words of Pater: "I am not asking you which was your opinion nor your truth but what are your sufferings?"

She cannot do so.

Feeling the great anxiety of the danger of penetration of an inhuman and destructive science - The World's Medical Corporation must devote itself to the reinforcement of moral standards in the formation of all doctors and in the conscience of their sacred profession.

We must prevent the universal infamy against the immoral and prostituted science.

From this World's tribunal let us throw the mesh and against the murderers-doctors!

Let us cry here now the eternal hosts of the medical people!

Man thou are my brother.

Dr. Mark Dovrestein
(Deligation of the Jewish Medical Association of Palestine)
Mrs. Beigel

Kindly summarise for us, then turn over to Mr. Alperin and Mr. App and watch execution.